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The architectural project defines the module as a residential unit similar to a “terraced” construction. The aim is to en-
sure that each unit is absolutely independent and private with exclusively-used entrances and external areas.
The house is conceived on 2 levels: ground level consists of a block housing the garage, utility rooms and a space that 
can be used as needed. The first floor is accessed externally as well from the rooms beneath it. There are “essential” 
living areas, a living area with a hideaway kitchen, a master bedroom, a bathroom with anteroom/storage area and an 
extra bedroom. The upper level features covered external spaces that serve to protect as well as to access the garden 
and the external stairs leading to the coverable veranda on the rear. It can be accessed both by the living areas as well 
as the sleeping quarters. Internally, a mezzanine floor can be built overlooking the living area and a wardrobe room.
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project

new building
residential - private

zanica (bergamo) - italy
2014

preliminary draft

Architecturally speaking, the upper level was designed with a simple
and precise section of golden proportions leading to the large

glass wall looking south, bringing daylight into the
living room and eventual mezzanine floor.

The clean lines are also emphasised by the way in
which the 5 sides are built in both finishing as well
as structural design terms. This architectural form

tends to create a “habitat” for people which
is flexible and improves the quality of life,

not simple rooms which correspond solely to the most basic of needs.
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The work consists of renovation requiring the demolition and reconstruction of an existing building located in the his-
toric district of Zanica (Bergamo).
Architecturally speaking, the intention is to maintain the building’s characteristics, redefining and rearranging the win-
dows according to new living needs. The disposition of volume and spaces will also be rearranged, in order to obtain 
highly functional living areas, by enhancing the value of historic elements and the type of building. The architectural 
plan provides for two new independent living units, sharing solely the driveway and pedestrian access to the inner 
courtyard. Both units consist of 2 floors above ground, in which the upper level features an exposed beam ceiling. The 
basement level has a cellar for each unit and a ventilated common area, accessed internally by both apartments, as 
well as directly from outside.



The construction consists of an anti-seismic structure in reinforced concrete which is completely incorporated by the 
infill walls. These are composed of a single conglomerate in lime and hemp and serve as soundproofing and thermal 
insulation, regulating humidity and ensuring the breathability of the building envelope and excellent thermal surge. The 
same material was used to insulate the roof and foundation, in order to seal the entire building, preventing thermal 
bridging and incompatibility between different materials.
This choice was made in accordance with the wishes of the builders to use natural materials which ensure well-being 
and healthiness to the interiors and minimise and simplify the technological and installation systems. This system 
makes heating and cooling plants practically superfluous, as it is a passive construction.

A001DRAGO SUD



This architectural plan calls for the expansion of the 
bathroom by adding a relaxing area with tub and glass 
wall looking out over the large garden.
Outdoors, a raised plant and flower bed will be created 
to protect the intimacy of this area, which in addition 
to creating the sensation of a vanishing edge tub, be-
comes a lounge area beneath the same type of pergola 
facing the living area.
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This expansion project involves a recently built holiday home at the seaside.
A new living area with bathroom was requested, as well as a bedroom to be located on a yet to be constructed upper 
floor and a private outdoor swimming pool.
The architectural plan calls for a large room for the living area completely glassed-in, facing the swimming pool, which 
is located just outside and which can be accessed directly from the living room or by going through the bathroom an-
teroom/changing room to a covered platform with pool access. As a tangible separation from the existing part, a new 
entrance was inserted that also serves as the stairway unit. Its features include double internal height and the material 
used for the walls, a coloured polycarbonate. This allows external natural light to enter and illuminate the stairs and en-
trance in a special filtered way, whereas in the evening, it functions as a “lantern” visible from afar, due to its panoramic A007CASA SELINON
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position towards the sea 
and headlands.
The first floor features a 
bedroom with anteroom, 
walk-in wardrobe and pri-
vate terrace projecting 
over the pool below. Ac-
cess to the covering of the 
part that is already built is 
located on the opposite 
side.



A003POLIZANICA

project

new building
multi-use centre - public
zanica (bergamo) - italy

2010
preliminary draft

The architectural plan calls for the new construction of a multi-use centre in Zanica (Bergamo).
The new building consists of 2 floors above ground and one underground. The latter, also accessible to vehicles via a 
ramp, is meant to house the municipal archives area complete with a storage facility. Ground floor is divided into two 
independent parts: a games room for children and a day-centre for the elderly. The first floor, also independent, houses 
the municipal library and a relaxing room / exhibition gallery. The plan was conceived in the pursuit of total functionality 
of the spaces and places particular attention on accessibility. For this reason, the architect opted for an access sys-
tem with ramps and lifts. The rooms were organised rationally to obtain maximum immediacy and simplicity of usage, 
arranged and sized for optimum natural lighting for the areas. The layout also tends to integrate the external space, 
turning it into a projection of indoor activities.



The architectural plan calls for the construction of 2 identical living units facing each other on the north-south axis 
between them in a parcel of land. The intention is to ensure both an optimal exposure to the sun as well as preserve 
privacy. Residents cannot visibly disturb each other due to the high double partition including the walkway areas and 
the connecting stairs between the various floors, also functioning as soundproofing between the residential areas.
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The architectural plan draws inspiration from the idea of building a bridge using the wooden poles typical of the game 
(cadenon) to which the footbridge itself is dedicated, as the name it has been given denotes.
Considering the setting where the architectural construction would be inserted, the architects opted for a solution with 
forms and materials which, despite following contemporary logic, would pay tribute to history with low impact and also 
be harmonious with the setting. The intention was to create a structure that was relatively easy and quick to build and 
with a linear and open form, explicit and not hidden, which revealed its true nature and its static as well as dynamic 
functions (at the moment when opened).
Therefore, the architects opted for a low section profile and adopted a dry construction system with interlocking beams 
inspired by a drawing by Leonardo da Vinci, likely illustrious and frequent visitor to these areas. C004PONTE DEL CADENON

competition

moveable of cadenon bridge at the old harbour
open participation

lazise (verona) - italy
2011

project participant



The objective of the plan is to create a work able to represent the essence of the shipping container in its most profound 
meaning, and not only formal. This explains the decision of the architects to not limit the plan to an artistic installation 
without a “concrete urban function”. In other words, a container by definition is an extremely functional, concrete object 
that is closely related to the most “opportunistic” form of human activity, or rather business. Business, with its tangible 
reality of calculations and transport has “forged” the shipping container. The purpose of this work is to express this 
concept, allowing it to transcend itself and become a symbol, with a very strong cultural and metaphoric role.
Transposing these concepts to an urban setting leads to a parallelism between the routes of the ships carrying contain-
ers and the bus lines carrying persons.

C002CONTAinAIR

competition

urban symbol dedicated to container
open participation

genova - italy
2011

project participant

It is only natural to think of creating this symbolic work using 
the container’s minimal, essential and functional forms to 
serve the practical function of a bus stop. Like containers, 
bus stops are numerous and located all over the nation. 
They can be reproduced, modified and moved according to 
changes in the times, needs and circumstances.
A formal and unaltered re-proposal of the container is 
simply not enough to raise the work to a symbolic level. 
A revisitation that “detaches” it from its “worldly context” 
is necessary. It must represent travel in a broader sense, 
which is undoubtedly physical, but moreover mental and 
symbolic. For this reason, the intention is to install the bus 
stop/container with an inclination that “aims skyward” and 
“arrives from the sky”, an ancestral symbol of inspiration. 
The sky and air, just as the containers, are symbolic con-
tainers which physically bind and unite sea and land.



iridesign



The composition of this outdoor kitchen aims at a specific simplicity in form and respect for proportions.
The pizza oven serves as a counterbalanced image in form and material, with the sink upside down in the opposite 
position. The countertop and side are made of a single piece of stone and the terminals and utility connections are 
located on the side. The storage area with doors, shelves and large drawers supports the structure without interfering 
with the remaining forms due to its position and conformation.

D001CUCINA RAWE

singularity

outdoor kitchen
furniture - private

osnago (lecco) - italy
2014

preliminary draft



The objective of the architectural plan is to create a trademark that will represent the city of Pisa in an innovative way. 
The idea is to “condense” the symbols and historic values of the city, making it unequivocally identifiable and synthe-
sise them with the “look” and the “forms” of our age, the 21st century.
This is the concept which must be expressed by a logo able to transcend and become a symbol, thereby playing a very 
strong cultural and metaphoric role.
Considering the final use of the graphic result, it was necessary to create a trademark which featured a simple “perime-
tral shape” that was versatile and not subject to interpretations of a positional or directional nature.
The aim of the design was inspired by the city’s most renowned monument: the leaning tower. It is a widely “exploited” 
symbol, always proposed in the simplest and most immediate manner, that is from a side perspective. The idea was to 
change the point of view and “rework” it in a contemporary vein: the tower, as if it were a stamp that marks and distin-
guishes the Pisan region, a stamp placed on the urban fabric and leaning because of the centuries. The zenithal view 
of the tower reveals an extremely interesting global form (tower and base), featuring a series of concentric circles and 
independently shifting rings due to the tower’s inclination, all included in a single outer ring.
This geometric pattern of rings is meant to pay tribute to one of Pisa’s most illustrious figures, Galileo Galilei, alluding 
to a system of orbits.
Studying and simplifying the architecture and decoration of the monument as seen from above lead to a schematic 
drawing that is essential and geometric. However, the direction of the tower’s inclination reflects reality in relation to the 
position of the entrance. The latter also determines the disposition of the general figure, placing itself in the lower part 
of the ring, as if it were the beginning (as an access), the “ground zero” of the city’s history which finds identity in a path 
from the origins to current times. The tower’s slow movement almost seems to demonstrate the validity of this temporal 
concept. Even the sector decorations of the base, echo the idea of time as if it was the face of a clock.

C005PISA XXI
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regional trademark for the city of pisa
open participation

pisa - italy
2012

project participant

To locate the trademark explicitly in our century as the result of a historic process, the name of the city was written 
where “ground zero” should be, when Pisa was founded, and the number of the current century (“XXI”) exactly opposite 
it, at the top of the ring, as the zenith of the days that have been reached: not the end but the most advanced point. 
The sequence of time is made clear drawing on the renowned Fibonacci sequence, an essential cultural reference 
to another illustrious character from Pisa, which connects, using written Roman numerals (making an allusion to the 
centuries), “ground zero” (“PISA”) with sector “XXI”, leaving the subsequent sectors free which represent the future.
To make the trademark more effective and give it greater impact, it was given a distinctively symbolic and meaningful 
colour, opting for the historic colour of Pisa’s flags and emblem, that is, red. It does not involve the entire logo but only 
some parts. The rest is in shades of grey, in keeping with the simplified style of the graphic design. White replaces red 
in the black and white version.
This representative concept will allow for possible future re-elaborations. For example, a different colour can be chosen 
for each different theme used. This makes it flexible, reproducible, multipliable and applicable in any medium, as if it 
were a stamp. It is also unidirectional and does not cause any horizontalness or verticalness problems as it can be 
reproduced in a smaller as well as larger version with no resolution issues.



GIOPPINO’S PROVOCATION

Gioppino as a symbol – the symbol of Gioppino
The stock character (maschera) of Gioppino is a peasant figure who is rough and unrefined yet witty and clever. He is 
courageous, proud and his violent roughness blends with and is tempered by the kindness of the old people of Zanica.
These concepts must be represented in the work dedicated to him. It must appear funny and cheerful most of all, not 
cliché, of provocative impact, just as his personality and three goitres are.
Therefore the idea is to only show the part that the character allows to shine through, that is, his clumsiness, repre-
sented by his “clodhoppers” and hide the sharpest and most subtle part, namely his “quick brain”.
Another distinguishing Gioppino element was employed to obtain this effect: his greediness for the typical local dish 
“polenta e osèi”, for which it is often said he loses his head!

C003GIOPÌ 
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collaboration with Studio Nava Associati

competition

nye bodø rådhus
open participation

bodø - norway
2013

project participant



collaboration with Studio Nava Associati
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pavilion archivo
open participation

mexico city - mexico
2012

project participant



collaboration with Studio Nava Associati
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rethink athens
open participation

athens - greece
2012

project participant



renders



projects Studio Nava Associati



projects Studio VEDI



sign



mission

D R A G O S T I L E  was founded in 2011
Dragostile aims to be a contemporary synthesis of an educational heritage drawing on long-lived regional technical 
skills as well as intellectual, theoretical and cutting-edge knowledge. These attributes interact with tradition and innova-
tion and generate an analytical and sophisticated approach that pursues the truest architectural quality, far removed 
from trends with no ideals, maintaining a graphic image, alias style, belonging to its own day and time.
Style thus conceived, far away from mere formalism, “dictates the proportions” of each project, from the smallest object 
and regional planning to graphic design and architecture.
The mission of the pencil and style that draws and designs is to raise the material efforts originating from the territory 
to a higher level able to inspire those who experience it with the senses in a given time and place:
it is architecture a space-time point of territory sublimation.



francesco drago
architect

co-founder

Bergamo, 1983
He received his Baccalaureate degree in Architecture from the Polytechnic University of Milan in 2008



roberto drago
engineer

co-founder

Seriate, 1980
He received his Baccalaureate in Civil Engineering and Buildings at the Polytechnic University of Milan in  2005



marco drago
manager

co-founder

Bergamo, 1985
He received his Baccalaureate degree in Economics from the University of Bergamo in 2010
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